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Tsunami hazard is a very low-probability, but potentially high-risk natural hazard, posing unique challenges to
scientists and policy makers trying to mitigate its impacts. These challenges are illustrated in this assessment
of tsunami hazard to the U.S. Atlantic margin. Seismic activity along the U.S. Atlantic margin in general is low,
and confirmed paleo-tsunami deposits have not yet been found, suggesting a very low rate of hazard. However,
the devastating 1929Grand Banks tsunami along the Atlanticmargin of Canada shows that these events continue
to occur. Densely populated areas, extensive industrial and port facilities, and the presence of ten nuclear power
plants along the coast, make this region highly vulnerable to flooding by tsunamis and therefore even low-
probability events need to be evaluated.
We can presently draw several tentative conclusions regarding tsunami hazard to the U.S. Atlantic coast. Land-
slide tsunamis likely constitute the biggest tsunami hazard to the coast. Only a small number of landslides
have so far been dated and they are generally older than 10,000 years. The geographical distribution of landslides
along themargin is expected to be uneven and to depend on the distribution of seismic activity along themargin
and on the geographical distribution of Pleistocene sediment. We do not see evidence that gas hydrate dissocia-
tion contributes to the generation of landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin. Analysis of landslide statistics
along the fluvial and glacial portions of the margin indicate that most of the landslides are translational, were
probably initiated by seismic acceleration, and failed as aggregate slope failures. How tsunamis are generated
from aggregate landslides remains however, unclear. Estimates of the recurrence interval of earthquakes along
the continental slopemay provide maximum estimates for the recurrence interval of landslide along themargin.
Tsunamis caused by atmospheric disturbances and by coastal earthquakes may be more frequent than those
generated by landslides, but their amplitudes are probably smaller. Among the possible far-field earthquake
sources, only earthquakes located within the Gulf of Cadiz or west of the Tore-Madeira Rise are likely to affect
the U.S. coast. It is questionable whether earthquakes on the Puerto Rico Trench are capable of producing a
large enough tsunami that will affect the U.S. Atlantic coast. More information is needed to evaluate the seismic
potential of the northern Cuba fold-and-thrust belt. The hazard from a volcano flank collapse in the Canary
Islands is likely smaller than originally stated, and there is not enough information to evaluate the magnitude
and frequency of flank collapse from the Azores Islands. Both deterministic and probabilisticmethods to evaluate
the tsunami hazard from themargin are available for application to theAtlanticmargin, but their implementation
requires more information than is currently available.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The U.S. Atlantic margin is well suited for the study of low-
probability high-risk tsunami events. The margin is vast (2500 km
long) and includes a variety of morphological features, sediment types
and depositional environments, allowing us to investigate salient
parameters that are relevant to hazard assessment. Tsunamis generated
by submarine landslide are a significant component of the tsunami
r., Santa Cruz, CA 95060, USA.
hazard to the U.S. Atlantic margin. The first and largest part of this
review article describes recentwork aimed at understanding submarine
landslides, their temporal and spatial distributions along the U.S.
Atlantic margin and their relationships to earthquakes, in an effort to
quantify their probability of occurrence. This focus stems from the
observation of numerous submarine landslide scars along the Atlantic
margin and the 1929 Grand Banks landslide tsunami, the only known
major tsunami to cause significant damage to locations along the
Atlantic coast of North America (Fine et al., 2005). The second part of
the article reviews the state-of-knowledge of other sources that have
the potential to generate trans-Atlantic or local tsunamis. These include
earthquake-generated tsunami sources from the Azores–Gibraltar plate
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boundary, the Puerto Rico Trench, and the northern Cuba fold-and-
thrust belt, volcanic flank collapse and large landslides in the eastern
Atlantic Ocean, and local earthquake and meteo-tsunamis (tsunamis
caused by atmospheric pressure disturbances). The third part of the
paper reviews recent developments in deterministic and probabilistic
approaches to assessing tsunami hazard. The discussion raises several
fundamental questions regarding the assessment of landslide tsunamis
along the U.S. Atlantic margin.

2. Tsunami hazard from local landslide sources

2.1. The U.S. Atlantic Margin & characteristics of submarine landslides

2.1.1. Physiography of the U.S. Atlantic margin
The Atlantic margin of the U.S. extends from the Straits of Florida in

the south to Georges Bank in the north. The margin continues north-
eastward offshore Nova Scotia and Newfoundland in Canada. The
morphology of the modern margin reflects the results of processes
that began when North America and Africa began rifting apart more
than 200 million years (Klitgord et al., 1988). Four major basins were
formed during that time: the Blake Plateau Basin, the Carolina Trough,
the Baltimore Canyon Trough, and the Georges Bank Basin (Klitgord
and Behrendt, 1979). These basins coincide with four zones, which
from south to north, are influenced by carbonate, salt,fluvial, and glacial
processes and exhibit large along-margin variability in sediment supply.
From Florida to South Carolina, carbonate production has dominated
and modern terrestrial sediment input is low (Dillon et al., 1985),
particularly off Florida. This region is centered on the Blake Plateau
Basin. Offshore North Carolina, the margin contains salt diapirs sourced
from deeply buried Mesozoic rift sediments (Dillon et al., 1982). This
region is centered on the Carolina Trough. Between Cape Hatteras and
New England, the margin has been dominated by fluvial siliciclastic
sediment deposition since the Early Miocene that has buried a deeper
and once extensive carbonate reef system (Poag, 1991). Eocene chalk
is exposed along stretches of the slope (Poag, 1992). This region is
centered on the Baltimore Canyon Trough. Offshore New England, the
modern margin reflects glaciogenic processes, which provided abun-
dant sediment from large terrestrial rivers (e.g., Hudson River) that
drained extensive glacial landscapes. At the time of the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM), the Wisconsin ice sheet reached part way across
the continental shelf of New England and to the shelf edge along the
Scotian margin of Canada (Schlee, 1973) (Fig. 1). Mesozoic–Neogene
age carbonate and siliciclastic rocks are exposed in some New England
canyons (Ryan et al., 1978)(Fig. 1). This region is centered on the
Georges Bank Basin.

Examination of the Georges Bank–Southern New England–Hudson
Apron margin (Fig. 1) reveals more subtle morphological variations,
which are likely governed by the earlier sedimentary history of
the margin (Brothers et al., 2013a). The steep Mesozoic reef bank
beneath Georges Bankmargin appears to have had a profound influence
on the evolution and modern-day steepness of the slope, whereas
Early Cenozoic stratigraphic packages along the upper and middle
slope of Southern New England and the Hudson Apron had gentle,
sigmoidal forms that are nearly maintained today (Brothers et al.,
2013a).

From Cape Hatteras northward, the shelf slopes gently (b0.5°) to
water depths of 100 to 200 m where a significant change in gradient
marks the shelf/slope break (inset in Fig. 1). The continental slope, an
area affected primarily by downslope and less frequently by along
slope transport and deposition, can be separated into an upper slope
and lower slope with the transition between them occurring at a
major change in gradient which generally occurs between 1800 and
2000 m. The lower slope has been labeled in many publications as
“upper rise” based solely on the morphology. This lower slope region,
however, contains landslides and large channels more typical of
slope processes (sediment transport), albeit on lower gradient surfaces
(e.g., Danforth and Schwab, 1990). The transition from the lower slope
to the continental rise (where deposition is dominant) occurs between
4000 and 4500 m.

The carbonate zone has a significantly different across-margin char-
acter than the other zones (inset in Fig. 1). South of Cape Hatteras, the
continental shelf edge occurs at shallower depths of approximately
80–100 m and steps down via a short steep ramp to the Blake Plateau
at ~800 to 1200 m. The Blake Escarpment and Blake Outer Ridge are
the primary morphologic features of the margin. North of the Blake
Outer Ridge, the upper/lower slope transition occurs between 2800
and 3000 m, and the transition to primarily depositional processes
occurs at approximately 5000 m. South of the Blake Outer Ridge, the
Blake Escarpment descends to abyssal depths abruptly at ~5000 m
(Inset in Fig. 1).
2.1.2. Local landslide sources
Submarine landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin have been

described and analyzed in a number of local (e.g., Embley, 1982;
Cashman and Popenoe, 1985; O'Leary, 1986; Prior et al., 1986; Locat
et al., 2010, 2013; Chaytor et al., 2012a;Mulder et al., 2012) and regional
(Booth and O'Leary, 1991; Booth et al., 1993; Twichell et al., 2009)
studies. Past compilations of landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin
utilized a variety of geophysical imaging techniques, beginning with
single-channel airgun and sparker seismic reflection profiles (Embley
and Jacobi, 1977), to GLORIA sidescan backscatter and early low-
resolution swath bathymetry (Booth et al., 1993), and higher-
resolution but incomplete swath bathymetry coverage of the margin
(Chaytor et al., 2007; Twichell et al., 2009). Based on the recent
compilation of high-resolution mapping data (Andrews et al., 2013
and references/sources within), landslides and related features along
the margin fall into 3 types: Type 1: a landslide ‘complex’ with a
clearly-coupled source/evacuation anddeposit areas, Type 2: a landslide
‘zone’, where a deposition zone either does not exist next to the source/
evacuation zone, or if one is present, it cannot be related to a specific
source, and Type 3: mass transport deposits (MTD) with no associated
source/evacuation zone.

There are only fivewell-defined landslide complexes of Type 1 along
the U.S. Atlantic margin: the Munson–Nygren–Retriever, Veatch
Canyon, Currituck (Albemarle), Cape Lookout, and Cape Fear landslides
(marked 1 to 5 in Fig. 1). These previously known landslide complexes
are well mapped from early studies (e.g., Embley, 1982; Cashman and
Popenoe, 1985; O'Leary, 1986; Prior et al., 1986; Chaytor et al., 2012a),
and occur within the various geologic zones with the exception of
the carbonate zone. The combined source and deposit areas of these
landslide complexes each exceed 3000 km2, and except for the Veatch
Canyon landslide, the volume ofmaterial evacuated from each is greater
than 100 km3. Given their size, these landslide complexes are consid-
ered the primary benchmarks for the analysis of submarine-landslide-
generated tsunamis initiated along the U.S. Atlantic margin (e.g., Geist
et al., 2009a).

We identified, or redefined, previously identified landslide zones of
Type 2 (Chaytor et al., 2009, 2012a; ten Brink et al., 2012) using new
multibeam bathymetry (Andrews et al., 2013) and high-resolution
seismic data along the margin north of Cape Fear slide (Figs. 2, 3).
Headwalls andmultiple failure scars, whichmay overlap or bemorpho-
logically connected, are pervasive along the southern New England,
Hudson Apron–New Jersey slope, and Baltimore Canyon parts of the
margin, but no associated depositional lobes or mass transport deposits
(MTD) have been identified (e.g., Fig. 2). The bulk of these landslide
zones are confined to the upper slope and along canyon walls, but
they are also found along the lower slope where they lie adjacent to
mass transport deposits (MTD) emplaced by multiple landslide events.
Most of the Type 1 and Type 2 landslides occur in unlithified sediments.
The exceptions are landslides identified in lithified Eocene rock exposed
along the upper slope off New Jersey (Figs. 1 and 3) and Eocene and
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Mesozoic through Neogene carbonate and silciclastic rocks in some of
the New England canyons.

MTDs from landslides (debrites) and turbidity currents (turbidites),
not connected to specific landslide sources (Type 3) are widespread
across the continental slope and out to the abyssal plain. Some of
these MTD are voluminous (e.g., Elmore et al., 1979), but are currently
excluded from our potential tsunami source evaluation due to our
limited understanding of their areal extent, deposition pathways,
connection to upper slope and canyon processes, age, and post-
depositional reworking.
2.2. Conditions that contribute to slope failures

High seafloor gradient, rapid accumulation of thick sedimentary
deposits, pore-fluid overpressure, weak layers, over-steepening of the
slope, and external sources of horizontal acceleration (earthquakes
and bottom stress) are conditions most commonly associated with
submarine landslides (Hampton et al., 1996; Harbitz et al., 2013 and
references therein). Previous studies on the U.S. Atlantic margin sug-
gested that regional slope gradient does not necessarily correlate with
landslide occurrence (e.g., Twichell et al., 2009). However, the regional
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slope gradient and basicmargin physiographyhave profound influences
on depositional processes and the accumulation patterns of potentially
unstable depocenters (Brothers et al., 2013a). Other factors such as
weak layers, pore-fluid overpressures, and bottom stress (both tran-
sient and by salt tectonics)may also influence slope stability.We review
these factors below as they apply to the U.S. Atlantic margin.

2.2.1. Sediment supply and margin physiography
Previous reviews of sediment supply and margin physiography

(Hampton et al., 1996; Masson et al., 2006; Owen et al., 2007) have
discussed the influence of sediment supply and margin physiography
on the occurrence of landslides. During the Quaternary, large river sys-
tems from Virginia to Massachusetts (James, Potomac–Susquehanna,
Delaware–Schuylkill, Hudson, Connecticut, and eastern Massachusetts,
Fig. 1) transported fluvial and glacial sediments to the margin (Poag
and Sevon, 1989). The Currituck landslide complex for example, is
located seaward of buried channels in the outer shelf (Fig. 4) that
were probably connected to the ancestral James and perhaps the
Roanoke rivers. The primary factors that control the thickness and
spatial distribution of shelf-edge depocenters are the rate of sediment
supply, accommodation space (i.e., the space available for sediments
to accumulate) and the gradient of the uppermost slope (compare
Fig. 5a and b). Prograding deltaic clinoforms with total thicknesses of
200–300 m underlie the shelf edge, but have been truncated by small
slope failures and submarine canyon/gully incision.

Limited accommodation space during former sea level lowstands,
and the proximity of the shelf edge to the steep upper continental
slope (Brothers et al., 2013a) led to considerable sediment bypass to
the lower slope. Poag (1992) estimated the volume of Pleistocene
sediments on the shelf and upper slope to be 5% of the total sediments
delivered to the margin and the volume of Pliocene sediments to be
10% of the total. A self-organized feedback loop between slope failure,
pore-fluid pressures and canyon head formation (Orange et al., 1994;
Pratson and Coakley, 1996) caused most sediment to bypass the slope,
and thus aided the construction of rough and steep canyon-dominated
slope morphology (Poag, 1992; Pratson et al, 1994; O'Grady et al.,
2000; Brothers et al., 2013a).

The thickest and most extensive shelf-edge deltas occur along the
Hudson Apron and Southern New England portions of the U.S. Atlantic
margin (Figs. 3 and 5). Here the paleo-Hudson River and pro-glacial
drainage systems supplied amixture offluvial and glacially derived sed-
iment to a broad and gently inclined shelf edge/upper slope (Mountain
et al., 2007). Widely spaced canyons, lowmean gradients and abundant
sediment supply have allowed parallel-bedded stratigraphy to prograde
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across the margin; in places Pleistocene sequences can be traced from
the shelf edge to the uppermost rise (Brothers et al., 2013b, Fig. 5b).
This region contains broad open-slope landslides that have failed
along regionally concordant stratigraphic horizons (Figs. 3, 5, and 6).
Farther northeast along the New England/Georges Bank portion of the
margin, glacial outwash scoured cross-shelf troughs and delivered
large volumes of glacially derived terrigenous sediments beyond
the shelf-edge. The basic distribution of landslides on the slope of the
New England/Georges Bank portion of the margin is similar to the
Mid-Atlantic: most occur along steep, canyon-related morphology.
Again, most sediment is transported through submarine canyons and
bypasses the steep upper continental slope.

2.2.2. Weak layers
In the Norwegian margin, predecessors of the Storegga Slide have

occurred roughly every 100 ky following the glacial–interglacial cycles
(Solheim et al., 2005). Solheim et al. suggested that large translational
slides on that margin are controlled by the variability between glacial
till and debris flows, deposited during peak glacial times and the
fine-grained marine drift sediments, deposited during other times.
Rapid loading by glacial sediments increases the overpressure in the
underlying marine deposits. Failure, triggered by earthquakes takes
place along lithological boundaries (Solheim et al., 2005). Glacial–
interglacial variations in grain size and layer thickness have been
documented in the New York–New Jersey shelf and shelf edge
(McHugh et al., 2010) and extend to the upper slope (Brothers et al.,
2014). These variations are related to the depositional environment
(e.g., channels, estuaries, shelf edge) and eustatic changes (McHugh
et al., 2010).

2.2.3. Pore-fluid overpressure
A diverse array of processes has the potential to generate pore-fluid

overpressure. Themost common of these processes is rapidly deposited
and parallel-bedded sedimentation over an expansive area, which
can generate pore-fluid overpressures (Masson et al., 2006). Where
submarine canyons that truncate Pleistocene strata interrupt these
areas, lateral migration pathways to open seawater conditions are
created, which have the potential to lower pore-fluid overpressure
(Dugan and Flemings, 2000). Along the U.S. Atlantic margin, the largest
landslides occur along the gently dipping lower continental slope that
contains the thickest, most widespread, and least interrupted by
canyons, Quaternary strata.

Other processes thatmay cause pore-fluid overpressures include gas
hydrate dissociation (Booth et al., 1993; Sultan et al., 2004; Phrampus
and Hornbach, 2012), thermogenic and biogenic gas production from
the deeper sedimentary section, subterranean groundwater flow
(Person et al., 2003) and fluid expulsion due to the opal-A to opal-CT
diagenesis, which occurs with progressive burial of the silica-rich chalks
(McHugh et al., 1993). Diagenetic fracturing, water seepage and blocky
slope failures are observed in outcropping Eocene rock of the New Jer-
sey margin (Fig. 5; McHugh et al., 1993; Robb, 1984) and within can-
yons along the New England/Georges Bank margin, but their
contributions to slope failures hadn't been quantified.

Dissociation of gas hydrate in the upper slope had been proposed as
a major cause for slope failures (e.g., Booth and O'Leary, 1991; Paull
et al., 1996; Mienert et al., 2005; Phrampus and Hornbach, 2012). The
cause of the dissociation had been attributed to changing climatic or
oceanographic conditions during the Holocene, or from sea level
lowering during the Pleistocene. The upper stability zone of gas hydrate
in most ocean margins is 300–800 m (e.g., Sultan et al., 2004; Mienert
et al., 2005), and therefore, if gas hydrate disassociation is a major
cause for landslides, most of the slides are expected to originate at
that depth range. Older compilations (Masson et al., 2006), and new
high-resolution multibeam data show that the headwalls of most land-
slide scarps are substantially deeper than 800 m (Twichell et al., 2009;
Andrews et al., 2013). Of the 160 landslide scars identified in the mid-
Atlantic slope and rise, only 9% originate shallower than 800 m, while
most of them originate at depths between 1000 and 2000 m (Fig. 7A).

Mean seafloor gradients in areas of landslide scars in the fluvial and
glacial portions of the Atlantic margin are typically between 1° and 6°
(Twichell et al., 2009; Fig. 7B), much less than the angle of repose for
sand and silt. Although elevated pore pressure undoubtedly plays a
role in facilitating failures on slopes with low gradient (Locat et al.,
2009), additional horizontal acceleration, most likely by earthquake
shaking is required to trigger failure (Kvalstad et al., 2005). Large
slope failures on a 2° slope have occurred on the NW African margin,
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where sediment accumulation is low and where numerical models do
not predict excess pore pressure (Urlaub et al., 2012). Fluid pressures
of up to 70% of the lithostatic pressure were indirectly measured on
Blake Outer Ridge at 2800 m water depth (Flemings et al., 2003) but,
interestingly, there are no visible slope failures on Blake Outer Ridge
(Fig. 2). It is also unknown whether regions of elevated pore pressure
are laterally extensive and interconnected enough to allow spontaneous
failures of large seafloor areas. Elevated pore pressure within shallow
sediments of the shelf and uppermost slope, vent via pockmarks, not
landslides (Fader, 1991; Piper et al., 1999; Brothers et al., 2014).

2.2.4. Transient bottom stress and salt diapirs
Transient bottom stress produced by stormwaves can be significant

in shallow waters of the inner shelf, and has been documented to cause
landslides (Prior et al., 1989; Hampton et al., 1996). However, these
transient stresses are insignificant at slope depths N400 m on the U.S.
Atlantic margin (Dalyander et al., 2013; Soupy Dalyander, pers. Comm.,
2013) because the depth of effective bottom stresses is a function of
the wavelength of ocean swells, and the largest swells are shorter than
several hundred meters. The Western Boundary Undercurrent (WBU)
has facilitated erosion, transport and deposition on the lower slope
since the Oligocene (Mountain and Tucholke, 1985). The WBU did not
generate landslides in recent times, as evident by the lack of landslide
scars on the drift-formed Blake Ridge (Fig. 2). In addition, the WBU
presently runs over the Hatteras Drift and thus has minimal effect on
the continental slope (Figs. 1 and 2).

Landslide excavation and canyon erosion can locally result in
over-steepening of unstable deposits, leading to additional failure
(e.g., retrogressive failures of the open slope). Other possible sources
of over-steepening are rising and/or horizontally migrating salt diapirs
off North Carolina (Dillon et al., 1982; Fig. 1). Salt diapirs are typically
mobilized by extension or partial unroofing of the brittle overburden
(e.g., Vendeville and Jackson, 1992). Along passive margins, such as
the Atlantic margin, mobilization of the salt diapirs may be the result
of erosion by bottom currents. The migration rate of the salt diapirs in
the vicinity of CapeHatteras is presently unknown, hence the probability
for slope instability caused by their ascent, cannot be determined. Two
of the largest slides on the Atlantic margin, the Cape Fear and Cape
Lookout slides (4 and 5 in Fig. 1) are sourced in this area of salt diapirs
(Dillon et al., 1982; Hornbach et al., 2007).

2.3. Landslide ages

2.3.1. Empirical arguments
Estimating submarine landslide recurrence is a pre-requisite for

probabilistic hazard assessment of landslide tsunamis. Estimating sub-
marine landslide recurrence is, however, challenging because of several
reasons: it is difficult to detect submarine slope failures in real time,
robust dating of old slides is time consuming (e.g., Haflidason et al.,
2005; Urlaub et al., 2013), and the geologic record of older landslides
is often erased by the latest landslides or covered by sediment. Indirect
arguments can help constrain the temporal distribution of landslides,
provided they can be justified. One such argument is the ergodic
assumption in which the temporal distribution of landslides around
the globe can yield the rate of landslide occurrence at a particular
location. However, this argument assumes a landslide distribution inde-
pendent of the specific environment, such as the level of seismicity, the
rate of sediment supply, and the pre-Pleistocene morphology of the
margin, assumptions which are probably not justified.

Empirical arguments have beenmade to explain the apparent higher
rate of submarine landslides around the world between ~25,000 and
7000 yr BP (Masson et al., 2006; Owen et al., 2007; Lee, 2009). These
arguments include 1) the higher amount of sediment delivered to the
margins by glaciers, by catastrophic draining of glacial lakes, and by
increased erosion due to past wetter conditions, 2) the higher amount
of sediment, expected to reach the slope during low sea level, 3) the
expected increase in pore pressure of slope sediments because of the
rapid accumulation of sediments (Dugan and Flemings, 2000; Kvalstad
et al., 2005; Flemings et al., 2008), and 4) the possible increase in the
rate of seismicity due to unloading of the lithosphere by the melting
ice sheets (Lee, 2009) and/or rapid sea level rise (Brothers et al., 2013c).

A recent global compilation of landslide ages (Urlaub et al., 2013)
shows, however, a random distribution of landslide ages throughout
both the glacial and interglacial periods (Fig. 8), with perhaps only land-
slides occurring in river fan systems being more frequent since the LGM
(Urlaub et al., 2013). In addition, this distributionmay be unintentionally
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skewed toward younger ages because newer landslides and sedimenta-
tion may erase evidence for older landslides. Urlaub et al., (2013) noted
however an unexplained decrease in the rate of slope failures during the
past 6000 yr, which coincides with the end of the bulk of sea level rise
since the LGM.

2.3.2. Absolute dating
Embley (1980) provided the most extensive record of radiocarbon

ages for landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin compiled to date.
These ages are limited to just two areas, the Cape Fear slide (marked 5
in Fig. 1) and a section of the slope immediately south of Baltimore
Canyon (Fig. 2-inset). Ages at the base of hemipelagic sediment overly-
ing the youngest MTDs in the Baltimore Canyon slide zone range be-
tween 5200 ± 150 and 10,080 yr BP (radiocarbon years) while ages of
sediment overlying MTDs of the Cape Fear landslide vary between
12,125 and 20,830 yr BP (radiocarbon years). The age of a marked
strength boundary at the top of ODP core Site 991A, interpreted to be
a slide plane of the youngest failure phase of the Cape Fear landslide,
is between 10,000 and 27,000 yr BP (Rodriguez and Paull, 2000).
Additional dating of sediments collected by piston coring above and
below slide planes of the Upper Cape Fear landslide place the age of
failure between 9000 and 29,000 yr BP (Paull et al., 1996). The different
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age ranges for the Cape Fear landslide may represent the occurrence of
multiple failures (including retrogressive processes) during the late
Pleistocene–Holocene period.

We have collected 40 piston cores along the southern New England
portion of the margin (Fig. 3b) and within the Currituck landslide
evacuation zone and MTD (Fig. 4) to constrain the ages of failures in
these areas (Chaytor et al., 2011, 2012b). Coring of the Type 2 landslides
in southern New England has focused on dating sediments above
the slide planes at shallow (500–900 m) and intermediate (1500–
2000 m) slope depths, and above MTDs on the lower slope at depths
of 2400–2600 m. Slide planes were intersected in several cores and
preliminary ages based on AMS 14C dating of planktonic foraminifera
indicate that these failures occurred prior to the Holocene (Chaytor
et al., 2012b) (Fig. 9a). Hemipelagic and pelagic sediments above
MTDs on the lower slope, including MTDs that incorporate earlier
deposits into an earthflow-type landslide on the lower slope (Locat
et al., 2010; Fig. 3), were dated using biostratigraphic indicators
(G. menardii) and preliminary 14C. The dates indicate that the last
recorded failure events occurred between 10,000 and 20,000 yr BP
(Fig. 9b). Additional dating and sedimentological analysis are being
performed to refine these ages.

The age of the Type 1 Currituck landslide (see Fig. 1 slide #3
for location), which could have generated a significant tsunami (Geist
et al., 2009a, 2009b), has previously been assigned post-Early Pleistocene
age (Bunn and McGregor, 1980) to between ~17,000 and 50,000 yr
(Prior et al., 1986). These age estimates were based primarily on sedi-
ment accumulation rates, not from absolute ages. The sedimentation
rates were derived from cores collected offshore of New Jersey and
Delaware. These cores do not capture the variable sediment accumula-
tion rates in the Currituck area, which can range from 10 to more than
100 cm/1000 yr (Alperin et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2002). Initial anal-
ysis of cores we collected in 2012 from the Currituck landslide suggests
that part or the entire landslidemay be late Pleistocene post LGM in age,
but detailed work to establish timing of the landslide has only just
begun.

2.3.3. Cable breaks along the margin
Submarine telecommunication cable breaks are an important clue

to the occurrence of submarine landslides (Fine et al., 2005; López-
Venegas et al., 2008). Lockridge et al. (2002) published a summary
compiled by de Smitt in 1932 of telegraph cable breaks along the U.S.
Atlantic coast. The summary lists 12 cable breaks during the period
between 1899 and 1925, with all but one of them located offshore
Long Island and New England between Lat. 39.8°N and 41.0°N. One
other break was located at the boundary between the shelf and Blake



Fig. 8. Ages of 63 submarine landslides in the Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Indian Oceanswith their individual uncertainty range and geologic setting, modified from Urlaub et al., (2013).
Open square— agewith the highest probability, when available. Only one of these slides is associatedwith a subduction zone. Solid line— sea level curve. Dashed line— variations in δ18O.
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Plateau offshore Brunswick, GA. If cable breaks are indicative of subma-
rine landslides, then slope failures have happened at the turn of the 20th
century. The spatial distribution of these possible landslides reflects
however, the distribution of underwater cables, and is not necessarily
representative of landslide distribution along the margin. A database
of more recent cable breaks is unfortunately no longer available
publicly.

2.4. Statistics of landslide distributions

Submarine landslide studies often try to derive failure and transport
processes by observing and sampling in detail a specific landslide
(e.g., Bondevik et al., 2005; Locat et al., 2009). A different approach to
Fig. 9. Visual descriptions, wet bulk density (red), magnetic susceptibility (blue) and undrained
zone. See Fig. 3B for the core locations. (A) Core OC463-6PC on the upper slope penetrates throu
slide plane and older underlying stratigraphy. Calibrated radiocarbon ages (yr BP) of the sedim
~7400 yr age at near the base of the hemipelagic layer (Chaytor et al., 2012b). (B) CoreOC463-1
of turbidites and debris deposits. Radiocarbon dating of shellmaterial from the turbidites return
Holocene–Latest Pleistocene age. G. menardii FA — first abundant appearance of Globorotalia m
understanding submarine landslide mechanics is to extract their char-
acteristics from statistics performed on numerous landslides within a
geographical region. Such an approach has been implemented for
more than a decade in subaerial landslide studies, where detailed digital
terrain models (DTM) are available (e.g., Stark and Hovius, 2001;
Guzzetti et al., 2002). This approach has been slow to develop in the
submarine environment, where a bathymetric terrain model (BTM)
depends on the availability of regional high-resolution bathymetric
datasets (ten Brink et al., 2006a; Micallef et al., 2008; Chaytor et al.,
2009).

The compilation of bathymetric data along the U.S. Atlantic margin
at a grid interval of 100 m (Fig. 1; Andrews et al., 2013) allowed us to
identify all but the very small (b1 km2) landslide scars and calculate
shear strength (Su, green) logs for two cores within the Southern New England landslide
gh a sequence of hemipelagic and scarp degradation/debris deposits before intersecting a
ents above the slide plane show reversed ages within the scarp degradation/debris and a
8PC on the lower slope contains a ~1m thick hemipelagic drape overlying a thick sequence
ed a ~20,000 yr age, while preliminary dating of the hemipelagic drape points to a younger
enardii.
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their areas and volumes. Landslide volumeswere calculated by interpo-
lating smooth surfaces through polygons that define the scarps of each
slide, then gridding these smooth surfaces, and finally, subtracting
these grids from the gridded topography of each scar (ten Brink et al.,
2006a; Chaytor et al., 2009). These compilations show several
interesting relationships. Landslide volume increases almost linearly
with area (V = kAd, where d ~ 1.1) (Fig. 10a), implying that the thick-
ness of most slides is independent of the landslide area. This leads to
the inference that most landslides on the margin must be translational,
failing along depositional layer boundaries separating units of similar
thickness, and having low shear strength (Fig. 11). Bathymetry and
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Fig. 10. (A) Area–volume relationship for 160 landslide scars in the mid-Atlantic margin.
See text for the procedure to calculate the volumes. (B) Same plot after subjectively
clustering nearby landslide scars that may represent simultaneous failures during the
same earthquake event. See Fig. 2-inset for examples of clusters. The total number of
independent landslide scars is 98. Note that clustering improves the area–volume fit
significantly. (C) Same plot using random clustering of the 160 landslides into 90
landslides. Random clustering of the 160 landslides does not result in a significant
improvement of fit and demonstrates that the improved fit is not the result of a smaller
sampling group.
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Fig. 11. Schematic drawings of translational and rotational slides each with one and two
times scar length. Note that for rotational slides, doubling the scar length increases the
slide thickness, but for translational slides, the thickness remains unchanged. The change
in slide thickness with slide area is expressed by the value of the exponent in landslide
volume to area relationships: an exponent of 1 represents translational slides and ≤1.5
represents rotational slides.
high-resolution seismic reflectiondata along themargin indeed indicate
failure of thin (20–200 m thick) broad layers (Twichell et al., 2009; ten
Brink et al., 2012; Fig. 6). This is in contrast to volume–area relationships
of subaerial (d = 1.5, Hovius et al., 1997) and submarine (d = 1.3, ten
Brink et al., 2006a) landslides in lithified rocks. In these environments,
slide depth increases as the square (d = 1.5) or cube (d = 1.25) root
of the area, indicating that they are mostly rotational or rock falls
(Fig. 11).

Without dating landslides, it is difficult to know whether shaking of
a large area by a single earthquake generated several adjacent scars, or if
the scars formed separately during a longer time period. Using new
interpretations of the bathymetry data (ten Brink et al., 2012), we sub-
jectively clustered nearby landslide scars (e.g., Fig. 2-inset), assuming
that they represent a single failure event, reducing the number of
independent landslide scars in the mid-Atlantic region from 160 to 98.
The volume–area relationship of these 98 “independent” scars shows a
much better fit (R2 = 0.97) than a similar fit to all 160 scars (Fig. 10b).
The improvement is not simply a function of the reduction in the
number of landslides, because random clustering of the landslides
does not improve the fit (Fig. 10c). We thus propose that landslides
that fail together have much tighter volume–area relationships.

An analysis similar to that described above has not been performed
on landslides located on the carbonate margin of the southern U.S.;
however, an analog to this margin is provided by failures along the
edge of the carbonate margin north of Puerto Rico (ten Brink et al.,
2006a). The volume–area relationship of 160 landslide scars there
is V = k Ad, where d ~ 1.3 (Fig. 14b), suggesting that landslide volume
increases more rapidly with increasing area than in the salt, fluvial,
and glacial portions of the Atlantic margin, indicating that failure occurs
either by rotational slides, or by large rock falls. Seafloor gradients in
which these landslides occur often exceed 20° and may reach 45° (ten

image of Fig.�10
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Brink et al., 2006a). The carbonate margin surrounding Florida is like-
wise steep, reaching near-vertical angles in the Blake Escarpment
(Dillon et al., 1985). The statistics and distribution of slope failures
in lithified carbonate rocks are therefore very different than in the
unlithified siliciclastic sediment of the Atlanticmargin, aswill be further
discussed below.

2.5. Using landslide statistics to infer relationships between earthquakes
and landslides

Earthquake probability is used to estimate maximum landslide
tsunami probability, by relating landslide area and volume to earth-
quake magnitude. This approach is used because the vast majority of
landslides tsunamis are associated with earthquakes, and because
tsunami height scales with landslide volume (ten Brink et al., 2009a).

The cumulative distribution of both volume and area of submarine
landslide scars along the U.S. Atlantic margin follow a lognormal
shape (Chaytor et al., 2009). In other words, there are finite numbers
of small landslides, very few large landslides, and most landslide scar
areas fall between 3 km2 and 500 km2. A similar distribution is derived
from analysis of new high-resolution bathymetry data from the mid-
Atlantic region (ten Brink et al., 2012; Fig. 12A). Similar area and volume
distributions were also obtained by considering subsets of the data that
exclude poorly defined scars and by grouping scars that might have
failed together, indicating that these distributions are statistically robust
(ten Brink et al., 2012; Fig. 12A).

Using Monte Carlo simulations, ten Brink et al. (2009a) reproduced
the observed lognormal cumulative distribution of landslides (Fig. 12B)
with two simple assumptions: 1) infinite slope stability analysis is
used to calculate the acceleration needed to displace seafloor sediments,
and 2) horizontal acceleration is provided by earthquake shakingwhose
amplitude and attenuation with distance from the fault depend on
earthquake magnitude. To calculate the maximum landslide area as a
function of the magnitude of the triggering earthquake, ten Brink et al.
(2009b) used published peak spectral acceleration curves for the eastern
U.S., sediment shear strength, and empirical observations that indicate
that horizontal acceleration should exceed the factor of safety signifi-
cantly to cause catastrophic displacements. The good fit between the
cumulative distributions of observed landslides in the Atlantic margin
A

Fig. 12. (A) Cumulative volume distribution of landslide scars along the U.S. Atlantic margin sh
landslides from the entire margin and the green line is a lognormal fit to the data (Chaytor e
high-resolution bathymetry data. Green dots — 98 landslide clusters from the mid-Atlantic reg
poorly defined scars, leaving a total of 74 landslides. (B) Cumulative area distribution of landslid
tributions (red curves) calculated using the relationship between slope stability and earthquake
et al., 2009a).
and that calculated from slope stability analysis and horizontal accelera-
tion of earthquakes (Fig. 12B), suggests that landslide area and volume
can be related to earthquakemagnitude (ten Brink et al., 2009a). Earth-
quake probability could be used to predict submarine landslide proba-
bility, because earthquake rates are better defined from instrumental
monitoring than rates of submarine landslides that largely go unmoni-
tored. Note however, that this method only predicts the maximum
landslide size, whereas in reality, local rheological and geotechnical
(e.g., pore pressure) variations may prevent or facilitate failure in
parts of a region. Simulations described in ten Brink et al. (2009a) in
fact, fit the observed landslide distribution better if the actual failure
area falls between 0.3 and 1 of the maximum predicted failure area.

Although seismic activity has been detected along the mid-Atlantic
and New England portions of the margin (http://www.bc.edu/content/
bc/research/westonobservatory/jpg/NEUS_1975_Oct2013_web.jpg,
accessed 02.01.2014), there is currently no reliable probabilistic esti-
mate for earthquake activity along the offshoremargin. The continental
slope off eastern Canada from the Arctic to the Scotian margin experi-
ences a relatively high rate (for intra-plate regions) of seismic moment
release, which is equivalent to anM7 earthquake occurring somewhere
along that 6000-km-long margin every 40–200 yr (Mazzotti and
Adams, 2005). If the seismicity along the Scotian margin is caused by
stress changes from glacial rebound, then estimates of the rate of seis-
mic moment release from this region can perhaps be extended south
to the 400-km-long New England/Georges Bank portion of the margin,
which has also experienced glacial rebound. Assuming homogeneity in
the spatial distribution of intra-plate earthquakes (Swafford and Stein,
2007), the expected rate of seismic moment release along the New
England margin is 400/6000 km, or 1/15 that of the estimated seismic
moment release for the Canadian margin; which equals an M7 occur-
ring every 600–3000 yr. Ocean bottom seismometers just recovered
from the southern New England slope will hopefully illuminate the
occurrence of microseismicity and help to improve the estimate of
earthquake probability along the continental slope and rise.

We can use the relationship between earthquake magnitude
and landslide distribution to make other predictions about landslide
occurrence. First, even the largest expected earthquakes along the U.S.
Atlantic margin (M7.5, Frankel et al., 1996) must be located within
100–150kmof the continental slope andouter rise to generate landslides
B

owing a lognormal-like distribution. Black dots represent the volume distribution of 106
t al., 2009). Red dots are 160 landslides in the mid-Atlantic region identified in a newer
ion (see Fig. 9b for further explanation). Blue dots are the same as the red dots excluding
e scars (blue curve) from the entiremargin (Chaytor et al., 2009) and 1000 predicted dis-
magnitude, and the Gutenberg–Richter distribution of earthquake magnitudes (ten Brink

http://www.bc.edu/content/bc/research/westonobservatory/jpg/NEUS_1975_Oct2013_web.jpg
http://www.bc.edu/content/bc/research/westonobservatory/jpg/NEUS_1975_Oct2013_web.jpg
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(ten Brink et al., 2009b). This provides a conservative guideline for
issuing tsunami warnings following an earthquake offshore the eastern
U.S. Second, the acceleration from very small earthquakes (bM4.5) is
too small to cause significant landslides even if the earthquakes are
locatedunder the continental slope. Keefer (1984)made similar empirical
observations for the continental U.S. (Fig. 13), namely, earthquakes
with local magnitude ML b 4 do not generate landslides, and ML b 5
earthquakes may not generate rock slumps, block slides, rapid soil
flows, and subaqueous landslides.

2.5.1. Landslide distribution in carbonate margins
The southern portion of the margin is composed predominantly of

carbonate material. Carbonate margins are characterized by steep
slopes (≥45°), reflecting the strong cohesion of carbonate rocks. Land-
slide sizes along the carbonate rock margin of Puerto Rico follows an
inverse power law distribution, not lognormal-like (ten Brink et al.,
2006a; Fig. 14). This distribution can be explained if slope failures dur-
ing earthquakes followpre-existingfissures and fractures in the carbon-
ate platform. Fissures and fractures were observed in multibeam
bathymetry data collected at the edge of the Puerto Rico platform (ten
Brink et al., 2006b). They probably develop by tensile stresses and
grow by carbonate dissolution in a system of seawater circulation. Ten-
sile fracture systems (Katz and Aharonov, 2006) and faults (Scholz and
Cowie, 1990) have been shown to obey an inverse power law distribu-
tion in the lab and in the field, attesting to their progressive develop-
ment with time.

2.6. Landslide initiation: landslides as aggregate failures

The relationship between landslide area or volume and earthquake
magnitude, has an important implication to the initiation mechanism
of translational landslides. Slope destabilization can occur simulta-
neously within the area affected by horizontal ground shaking, and
not propagate fromone or a fewnucleatingpoints (Fig. 15). Propagation
may be generally limited to several hundreds ofmeters (e.g., Laberg and
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Fig. 14. (a) Cumulative volume distribution of submarine slope failures north of Puerto
Rico. Dots— observations. Line— best fit regression line on a log–log plot. (b) area-volume
distribution for 160 landslide scars in the carbonate margin north of Puerto Rico.
Vorren, 2000). The many separate terrestrial landslides that are gener-
ated by a single earthquake represent many independent nucleating
points within the affected area, which fail almost simultaneously
(Fig. 15). How much of that area will actually fail depends on local
variations in gradient,material strength, pore pressure, and the presence
of pre-existing fractures.

Several observations support our hypothesis of many nucleating
points. First, the total seafloor area affected by the 1929 Grand Banks
landslide is estimated at 22,700 km2 yet detailed seafloor maps show
complete failure in only 1/3 of that area, whereas in the remaining 2/3
of the area patches of failures are interspersed with seafloor patches
where failure was not detected (Mosher and Piper, 2007). Second, the
total area encompassing all the terrestrial landslides from a particular
earthquake is a function of that earthquake magnitude (Keefer, 1984;
Rodriguez et al., 1999) and is comparable to the area calculated for the
Atlantic margin from slope stability analysis, (Fig. 13; ten Brink et al.,
2009a).

Subaerial landslides have previously been viewed together with
other natural hazards, such as earthquakes and fires, as phenomena
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Fig. 15. Illustration of twomodes of landslide initiation. A) The landslide is an aggregate of
many small slope failures that initiate almost simultaneously within an area affected by
ground shaking. B) The landslide is a cascading avalanche that propagates from one or a
few points, similar to the rupture of an earthquake, or to the spread of a forest fire. As
such, the final size of the landslide cannot be predicted at the onset of the event. The
cumulative distribution of cascading avalanche processes is an inverse power law.
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whose size distribution obeys an inverse power law (Densmore et al.,
1998; Guzzetti et al., 2002; Malamud and Turcotte, 2006). Inverse
power law distributions are the result of additive avalanche processes,
in which the final size cannot be predicted at the onset of the distur-
bance. In terms of landslides, this process assumes that failure nucleates
in one or more locations, spread to surrounding regions, and can
coalesce to generate large failures. We argue that the observed power
lawdistribution of landslide areas on land is determined by the size dis-
tribution of contingent hill slopes and is not indicative of the initiation
process. For example, the cumulative distribution of hill slope areas
Fig. 16. Schematic of tsunami genera
with unique compass directions (“aspect” in Geographic Information
System terminology) in the region affected by the M6.7 1994
Northridge earthquake has a similar inverse power law distribution
with a similar exponent to the observed landslide distribution in the
region (ten Brink et al., 2009a). Landslide distribution in southern
California therefore appears controlled by the availability of slope areas
to fail, not by the landslide process itself. In contrast, continental mar-
gins, and especially their lower slope regions provide fewer morpholog-
ical constraints on the size of contiguous scars (ten Brink et al., 2009a)
and their area distribution is therefore more a product of the initiation
process.

2.7. Tsunami generation by landslides

Tsunamis are generated by submarine landslides through the verti-
cal displacement of the sea floor during landslide movement. Near the
source region, landslide tsunamis have a dipole type wave (Fig. 16).
The region of excavation generates the negative polarity of the tsunami
(depression wave) and the region of deposition generates the positive
polarity (elevation wave). Small scale motion of the landslide is filtered
through the water column as represented by Kajiura's (1963) tsunami
Green's function 1

cos khð Þ, where h is thewater depth and k is the horizontal
wavenumber of the vertical displacement profile. Because of water-
column filtering, landslides and other processes with horizontal dimen-
sions less than three times the water depth (kh N 1/3) generally do not
cause significant tsunamis. Themodel shown in Fig. 16 is greatly simpli-
fied, however, in comparison to the known complexity of submarine
landslides as described in Section 2.5 of this paper.

The primary source parameters for tsunami generation relate to
both the geometry of the landslide and its dynamics. Aside from loca-
tion, the geometrical parameters include the excavation and deposition
length andwidth, head scarp height ormaximumexcavation depth, and
maximum deposition thickness. To determine these parameters from
historical case studies or mapped slides, it is necessary to estimate the
pre-failure surface (ten Brink et al., 2006a; Chaytor et al., 2009). The
primary dynamic tsunami generation parameters are the initial acceler-
ation (greatest influence on the back-propagating tsunami) and the
velocity of downslope movement. The latter controls the directivity of
wave energy for the outgoing tsunami (Ward, 2001), with velocities
approaching the phase speed of the tsunami (

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
in the long wave-

length limit, where g is the gravitational acceleration and h is the
water depth) having the greatest amplification. Debris flow mobility
models (e.g., Imran et al., 2001; Elverhøi et al., 2010) can often constrain
the dynamic parameters used for tsunami generation (Geist et al.,
2009a; Locat et al., 2009). Smooth analytic functions for landslide
tsunami generation that are compatible with hydrodynamic codes are
providedby Lynett and Liu (2005). Alternatively, landslide tsunami gen-
eration has also been computed using center-of-mass approximations
that combine the geometric and dynamic characteristics of landslides
(Grilli and Watts, 2005).
tion from a submarine landslide.
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In comparison to seismogenic tsunamis for which propagation can
be described by the non-dispersive linear long wave equations, it is
necessary to include the effects of both nonlinearity and dispersion for
significant landslide tsunamis (Lynett and Liu, 2002). Liu (2009) pro-
vides a review of the applicable hydrodynamic equations for increasing
levels of nonlinearity and dispersion. The combination of these two
effects for propagation of landslide tsunami waves across a wide conti-
nental shelf, such as the Atlantic margin, produces interesting physics
termed amplitude dispersion or fission (Wu, 1981; Lin, 2004; Lynett,
2008) as was simulated for the Currituck landslide tsunami (Geist
et al., 2009a). The fission process results in a significant attenuation of
landslide-generated tsunami waves relative to earthquake-generated
tsunami waves, because of their smaller spatial dimensions and higher
amplitude (cf., Korycansky and Lynett, 2005). For runup and inundation
computations, it is also necessary to include nonlinearity and moving
boundary conditions for both seismogenic and landslide tsunamis.

3. Tsunami hazard from other local sources

3.1. Atmospheric disturbances (meteo-tsunamis)

Meteo-tsunamis are atmospherically induced ocean waves with
periods of a few minutes to a few hours (Monserrat et al., 2006). It is
difficult to distinguish tsunamis generated by landslides from those
generated by atmospheric disturbances, because of their similarities in
wave period and the size of the affected area, as was the shown in the
analysis of the June 13, 2013 tsunami (http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/
eastcoast20130613/) (see below). Meteo-tsunamis are generated when
an atmospheric disturbance (pressure change) moves with a speed, U,
that is similar to the ocean longwave phase speed, c. The passage of an
atmospheric pressure disturbance, ΔP, changes the sea surface ampli-
tude, Δζ, by an amount Δζ = ΔP/ρ g, where ρ is the density of water.
Typical pressure changes of fast-moving atmospheric disturbances are
100–500 Pa (Monserrat et al., 2006), therefore, the resulting sea surface
height changes by 1–5 cm.However, the sea surface amplitude, ζ greatly
increases when the speed of the disturbance approaches the ocean
longwave speed, according to the expression

ζ ¼ Δζ= 1− U=cð Þ2
� �

(Proudman, 1929), termed Proudman resonance. In practice, the sea
surface amplitude can increase 100 fold (Donn and McGuinness,
1960) giving rise to a destructive tsunami. The wave can be further am-
plified upon entering a harbor whose dimensions match the wave fre-
quency. Meteo-tsunamis tend to occur on broad continental shelves
and shallow platforms with water depth of 40–160 m, because the typ-
ical speed of the atmospheric disturbances is 20–40 m/s (Monserrat
et al., 2006).

Destructive meteo-tsunamis have been reported from Croatia, the
Balearic Islands, Japan, China, and Lake Michigan, to name a few places
(Ewing et al., 1954; see references in Monserrat et al., 2006). Along the
U.S. Atlantic coast, a 6 m high wave struck Daytona Beach, Florida, in
1992 (Churchill et al., 1995; Sallenger et al., 1995) and meteo-tsunamis
were reported in Long Island Sound (Donn and Balachandran, 1969),
and Boothbay Harbor, Maine (Vilibić et al., 2013). Pasquet et al. (2013)
identified 9 events with wave heights of 0.4–1 m and dominant periods
of 0.67–6 h on tide gauge records between 2006 and2011 and attributed
them to meteo-tsunamis.

A tsunami on June 13, 2013 caused severe harbor oscillations
in Barnegat Bay New Jersey, Wickford Cove, Rhode Island, and Fal-
mouth, Massachusetts. It was detected on DART buoy 44402 located
on the lower continental slope east of Hudson Canyon, and in tide
gauges extending along the Atlantic coast fromWoods Hole, Massachu-
setts to Duck, North Carolina, and in Bermuda and Puerto Rico (http://
oldwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/previous.events/06-13-13/index.php; http://
nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/eastcoast20130613/). This tsunami was first
interpreted as a landslide at the head of the Hudson Canyon, but a
multibeam sonar survey of the area by theNOAA ship Okeanos Explorer
in July 2013 revealed nether fresh landslide scars and nor significant
change in the bathymetry from previous surveys undertaken as little
as one year earlier. A fast-moving squall that extended laterally more
than 220 km crossed the New Jersey shore and moved eastward two
hours prior to the detection of a tsunami on the DART buoy. Satellite
radar shows this front propagating eastward toward the shelf edge
(http://oldwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/previous.events/06-13-13/index.php)
with wind gusts recorded at a buoy at the head of the Hudson Canyon
about 2 h later (http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/eastcoast20130613/). In
reviewing the DART Buoy record, a previous smaller event on April
11, 2013 also registered on the DART buoy and several tide gauges
(Christopher, Moore, Written Comm., 2013), but this event was not
noticed by the public, because it occurred at night and not during a
summer day.

Meteo-tsunamis canhave awider geographical extent than landslide-
generated tsunamis for two reasons: First, they are generated by a
moving squall line, which can be hundreds of kilometers long. Long
sources generate low-frequency waves, which propagate for longer
distances. Second, the meteo-tsunami is reflected at the shoreline and
at the shelf edge by topographic steps. The reflected angle follows
Snell's law sin(θr) = sin(θi)/Fr, (Vennell, 2010; Pasquet and Vilibić,
2013) where θr and θi are the angles of the reflected and incident
waves, respectively, and Fr = U/c. Many of the storms move oblique
to the coast, and reflections from the shelf edge help push the wave
farther down along the shelf. Shelf-edge reflections were noted on the
tide gauge data from the April 11, 2013 event as second arrivals 2–4 h
after the primary arrivals.

We compiled a database of atmospheric pressure disturbances along
the U.S. Atlantic margin to investigate their frequency and characteris-
tics. Data were compiled from the Automatic Surface Observing System
data archive, the Storm Prediction Center SevereWeather Event archive
and the National Hurricane Center Data Archive all maintained by
NOAA. The database shows 191 squalls crossing the U.S. Atlantic shore-
line eastward into the shelf during a 13-year period (04.08.2000–
10.07.2013). The speed of these squalls upon crossing the shoreline
was typically 13–22 m/s, and the pressure associated with their
advance, typically rose by100–400 Pa during periods of 30–90 min
(Fig. 17). However, speeds of up to 35 m/s and a pressure rise of
800 Pa were recorded. These squall lines were long (250–1000 km)
and crossed the shoreline at different angles from perpendicular to
nearly shore-parallel. The June 13, 2013 squall that caused the meteo-
tsunami, moved at a speed of 22 m/s when crossing the shoreline and
accelerated to 27 m/s over a weather buoy at the head of the Hudson
canyon (http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/eastcoast20130613/). The pressure
rise at the shoreline was 470 Pa and its duration was 50 min. For this
squall, the Proudman resonance was therefore expected to generate
resonant long waves at water depths of 48–73 m midway across the
shelf. Additional squalls have likely formed offshore and moved either
parallel to shore or out to see never crossing the shoreline, and were
therefore not detected by shore stations. Both the 2008 Boothbay
Harbor event and the Daytona Beach 1992 event are not in our data
base, because they were not identified onshore stations. Squalls over
the Atlantic shelf are therefore much more frequent than previously
thought, and should be considered in the assessment of tsunami
hazards.

Another atmospheric disturbance affecting the shelf is hurricanes.
Hurricanes typically move northward along the Atlantic margin shelf
or make landfall. We compiled a list of 22 hurricanes that made landfall
along the Atlantic coast between 1991 and 2012. The pressure drop
associated with these hurricanes is typically 10 times that of the squalls
but they move significantly slower (typically≤12 m/s), and their pres-
sure drop can last for days (Fig. 17). Thus, hurricanes generally do not
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Fig. 17. Characteristics of atmospheric pressure disturbances that crossed the U.S. Atlantic coastline since 2001 (squalls) and 1991 (hurricanes). Data was compiled from several NOAA
archives. A) Speed of movement over ground of the atmospheric disturbance vs. the magnitude of pressure rise (in case of squalls) or fall (in case of hurricanes). Squalls move at speeds
approaching 32 m/s but their pressure rise is only≤800 Pa. Pressure fall by hurricanes can be more than 10 times larger than in squalls, but they move a lot slower. B) The period of the
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generate tsunami waves, only storm surge. Large waves advancing
as walls of water toward the beach were described in association of
the 1938 and 1944 hurricanes along the entire New Jersey coastline
(Lockridge et al., 2002), but it is unclear if they were tsunami waves.
3.2. Local earthquakes

Earthquakes that occurred close to shore, such as the 1840 and the
1884 earthquakes near Philadelphia and the 1886 Charleston earth-
quake (Fig. 1) have locally produced tsunamis and seiches (Lockridge
et al., 2002). The 1886 earthquake was also associated with a local
tsunami in Jacksonville, FL, 290 km south of Charleston, South Carolina
(Lockridge et al. (2002); Fig. 1).
3.3. Events in the geological record

Tsunami deposits are an important aid in tsunami hazard assess-
ments, and in some areas, like the Washington–Oregon margin, they
are the primary evidence for past tsunamis and their recurrence interval
(Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997). However, no such record exists
along the U.S. Atlantic coast. A suggested 2300 yr old tsunami deposit
in Long Island (Goodbred et al., 2006) has not been confirmed. The
only known tsunami deposits along the North American coast are in
Newfoundland from the 1929 Grand Banks tsunami (Tuttle et al.,
2004). Tuttle et al. (2004) compared these deposits to storm deposits
and suggested criteria to distinguish between tsunami and storm
deposits in coastal environments of the U.S. Atlantic coast. Finding
pre-historic tsunami deposits along the U.S. Atlantic coast would be
helpful for a tsunami assessment, however, such a task is made difficult
by several factors: 1) the coastline is very long, 2) it has been modified
in many places by intense anthropogenic changes, 3) it is subjected
to frequent intensive storm activity, as was evidenced by the 2012
Hurricane Sandy, and 4) tsunami deposits laid prior to ~6000 yr are
likely covered by water due to the rapid sea level rise.
4. Far-field tsunami sources: earthquakes, volcano collapse, and
landslides

4.1. Earthquakes in the Azores–Gibraltar plate boundary

The Azores–Gibraltar plate boundary is the source of the largest
earthquakes in the 20th century as well as the largest historic earth-
quakes in the North Atlantic Ocean basin (Fukao, 1973; Buforn et al.,
1988, 2004; Baptista et al., 2006). It was also the source of the great
November 1, 1755 Lisbon earthquake with estimated magnitude Mw
8.5–9.0 (e.g., Johnston, 1996; Muir-Wood and Mignan, 2009). The
tsunami wave, generated by the 1755 earthquake propagated across
the Atlantic Ocean to the eastern Lesser Antilles and Brazil and to
Newfoundland, Canada (Kozak et al., 2005; Roger et al., 2010). However,
no reports were documented from cities (e.g., Boston, New York,
Baltimore, Charleston and Savanna) and smaller towns that existed at
the time along the U.S. Atlantic coast (Reid, 1914; Lockridge et al.,
2002).

The source of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake remains elusive, and in
fact, the location and nature of the plate boundary in the region
are also poorly defined. Geodetic measurements predict that in the re-
gion southwest of the Iberian Peninsula, Africa should move at a rate
of 4–5 mm/yr and a direction of 290° relative to Eurasia (Nocquet and
Calais, 2004) (Fig. 18). The plate boundary there might exhibit diffuse
deformationover a zone several hundreds of kilometerwide. Two struc-
tures have been proposed as potential traces (SWIM; Zitellini et al.,
2009 and PIAB; Barkan et al., 2009; Fig. 18). The prevailing orientations
of ridges on the seafloor, active thrust faults (Zitellini et al., 2009) and
compression axis of small and medium magnitude thrust earthquakes
(Buforn et al., 2004; Stich et al., 2010) suggest NNW–SSE convergence
(Fig. 18). The suggested dip of the 1755 rupture plane from back tracing
the tsunami reported in coastal locations in the east (Baptista et al.,
1998b) andwest (Barkan et al., 2009) Atlantic is, however, perpendicu-
lar to the inferred convergence direction (Fig. 18). Alternatively, it is
possible that the 1755 Lisbon earthquake was a manifestation of an ac-
tive re-formation of the plate boundary in this area, analogous to the
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Fig. 18. Location map of potential sources in the eastern Atlantic basin discussed in the text. Light yellow area is the Sahara landslide complex (from Gee et al., 1999). Red triangle is the
location of Cumbre Viejo volcano in the Canary Islands. Gray arrows represent themotion of African plate relative to the Eurasian plate. Black arrows represent themaximumcompression
direction from earthquake focal mechanisms and seafloor features. Solid red lines 1 and 2 are the proposed locations of the 1755 Lisbon tsunami from tsunami back tracing Baptista et al.
(1998) and Barkan et al. (2009), respectively. The dashed lines, marked SWIM and PIAB, are geological structures that could serve as the plate boundary. The barbed line is a proposed
subduction zone by Gutscher (2004). The frame in the inset shows the location of the map. The black dot in the inset is the location of the Storegga slide.
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April 11, 2012M8.6 andM8.2 earthquakes that rupturedmultiple faults
on the ocean floor west of Sumatra, Indonesia (Ishii et al., 2013).
Johnston (1996) and Stich et al. (2010) suggested that the 1755
Lisbon earthquake ruptured through a significant thickness of the man-
tle lithosphere and had therefore released significantly more energy
than a crustal fault of a similar length.

The bathymetry of the eastern Atlantic Ocean is characterized by an
irregular pattern of ridges, seamounts, and islands. These shallow
bathymetric features scatter the long tsunami waves that travel across
the Atlantic. Barkan et al. (2009) modeled the propagation of tsunami
waves from 16 hypothetical sources in the eastern Atlantic Ocean and
found that the shallow bathymetry would substantially attenuate
tsunami waves reaching the U.S. Atlantic coast from most of these
sources. However, sources located in the Gulf of Cadiz, where
Gutscher (2004) proposed an east-dipping subduction of the African
oceanic plate (Fig. 18), could generate significant tsunamis along the
Florida and South Carolina coasts (Fig. 19a). Sources located west of
the Madeira–Tore Rise, the westernmost bathymetric high in that re-
gion could also generate significant tsunamis along the Northeast and
Mid-Atlantic coasts of the U.S. Earthquakes west of the Madeira–Tore
Rise including theM7.9 1975have so far had only strike-slip focalmech-
anisms (Buforn et al., 1988) and plate kinematics predict pure strike-
slip motion there. Strike-slip earthquakes seldom generate large-
amplitude tsunamis. Fault strike in both the Gulf of Cadiz and west of
the Madeira–Tore Rise needs to be oriented roughly N–S to generate
the maximum wave height along the U.S. Atlantic coast.

4.2. Earthquake in the Puerto Rico Trench

The Puerto Rico Trench is the only subduction zonewithin theNorth
Atlantic Ocean basin (Fig. 1). The North America Plate subducts there
under the Caribbean Plate, but because the relative plate motion is
almost E–W (255°, DeMets et al., 2010), the motion is largely left-
lateral strike slip with only a small component of perpendicular conver-
gence (3–6 mm/yr). Nevertheless, as theM9.2 2004 Sumatra earthquake
illustrated, highly oblique subduction zones are capable of generating
devastating tsunamis if rupture during an earthquake has a large thrust
component. Knight (2006), Geist and Parsons (2009) and Grilli et al.
(2010) modeled the effect on the U.S. and Canadian Atlantic coasts
from hypothetical tsunamis caused by M8.7–9.1 thrust earthquakes
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Fig. 19. Maximum wave amplitude from the propagation of two hypothetical tsunamis
toward the U.S. Atlantic coast. A) From an M8.7 thrust earthquake located in the Gulf of
Cadiz with a strike of 349°, that mimics subduction under the Strait of Gibraltar (see
Barkan et al., 2009, for more details). B) From an M8.3 thrust earthquake in the Puerto
Rico Trench with the following parameters: width — 150 km, downdip length — 89 km,
top depth — 10 km, strike - 90°, rake - 60°, dip — 21.5°, slip — 9.5 m. Tsunami simulations
were performed via the tsunami computational portal on the Arctic Region Supercomputing
Center, using the program COMCOT.
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with pure N–S slip rupturing the entire trench length. Tsunami waves
from these worst-case scenarios would propagate directly northward
and would therefore affect more severely the coasts of Bermuda and
Nova Scotia (wave amplitude of 6–8 m, Grilli et al., 2010) (Fig. 19b).
However, the shape of the continental shelf also serves to increase
wave amplitude toward Cape Cod, Massachusetts, Long Island, New
York, and northern New Jersey, whereas the submarine Blake Outer
Ridge focuses the wave toward the South Carolina coast. Themaximum
wave amplitudes in these locations are expected be b3 m (New Jersey
to Cape Cod) and b2 m (South Carolina) (Grilli et al., 2010).

Large historical earthquakes in this subduction zone have only
occurred west of 67.2°W (Dolan and Wald, 1998; ten Brink et al.,
2011), although the recurrence interval for large earthquakes on the
Puerto Rico Trench could be much larger than the written record
because of the very slow convergence rate between the North American
and Caribbean plates (Geist and Parsons, 2009). Paleo-tsunami deposits
from two time periodswere identified on the island of Anegada, located
closest to the NE corner of the subduction zone (Atwater et al., 2012a,
2012b) (Fig. 1). Large coral boulders strewn as much as 500–600 m
inland from Anegada's north shore were dated at medieval ages
(1200–1450 AD; Atwater et al., 2012b). Extensive sand deposits in the
western part of the island were dated as deposited after 1650 AD but
prior to settlement of the island at ~1800 AD (Atwater et al., 2012b).
These boulders and deposits were likely not emplaced by storms
because of the low (b2 m) storm surge height along the north shore
of the island (Wei et al., 2010). Tsunami models suggest that the older
deposits could have been sourced in a tsunami from either the subduc-
tion zone or from normal faults within the downgoing plate. The later
deposits could have been sourced by either the 1755 Lisbon tsunami
or by sources similar to the older deposits (Wei et al., 2010). The lack
of historical mention of a tsunami in Puerto Rico between 1650 and
1800 AD precludes the source of that tsunami from being located on
the subduction zone directly north of Puerto Rico (Wei et al., 2010).

A 300 km long portion of the Puerto Rico Trench centered north of
Puerto Rico is deep (8350 m) and wide (20 km). This trench portion
also has an unusually deep (7900 m) forearc extending 50 km south
of the trench, coincident with the lowest free-air gravity anomaly on
Earth (−380 mGal) (ten Brink, 2005). The north shore of Puerto Rico
consists of a tilted carbonate platform. Originally flat and formed near
sea level, the platform's northern edge is now 4000 m deep and its
southern edge is several hundreds of meters above sea level. Seismic re-
flection data show normal fault block on the subducting plate being ro-
tated into the trench. ten Brink (2005) interpreted these unusual
observations as evidence for a tear in the subducting North American
Plate, which caused the trench and its vicinity to founder, and probably
decreased the coupling along the subduction interface in the area. Addi-
tional observations support this interpretation — for example, GPS ob-
servations from Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands show that these
islands are moving northward toward the trench relative to the Carib-
bean Plate interior, which is the opposite direction to most subduction
zone regions where elastic strain accumulates along the subduction in-
terface (ten Brink and López‐Venegas, 2012). Seismic activity in this
segment of the trench is also unusual. Frequent earthquake swarms at
depths of 70–150 km have predominantly normal and strike-slip mech-
anisms andmay indicate active tearing of the slab (Meighan et al., 2013).
Finally, global tomographic images show a missing slab in this part of
the trench (ten Brink and Villaseñor, 2012).

Given the unusual phenomena observed in the central part of the
trench, it is questionable whether a single rupture of the entire trench
length (600–1100 km) producing an M9 earthquake could take place
along the Puerto Rico Trench. Smaller earthquakes could certainly take
place there but are unlikely to produce large enough tsunamis that
will affect the U.S. Atlantic coast. Another earthquake source near the
trench could however, generate tsunamis. The northern wall of the
Puerto Rico Trench between 62°W and 66°W is characterized by
grabens with up to 1500 m high escarpments (ten Brink, 2005). These
escarpments are interpreted as normal faults (Fig. 1) produced by the
bending of the downgoing North American plate as it enters the trench.
Tsunamis have been produced in similar environments (e.g., 1933
Sanriku and 2009 Samoa earthquakes, Okal et al., 2010). The tsunami
deposits on the island of Anegada, could have been deposited by
tsunamis originating from a possible M8 earthquake along one of these
normal faults.

4.3. Earthquake in the northern Cuba fold-and-thrust belt

An offshore fold-and-thrust belt, the Nortecubana fault system, rims
the entire northern coast of Cuba (Fig. 1). Its central and western parts
face south Florida, and provided it is tectonically active, could pose a
significant tsunami hazard to Florida's Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
coasts. The Nortecubana fold-and-thrust belt marks the northern extent
of south-dipping thrusts associated with the collision of the Greater
Antilles volcanic arc against the stable continental margin of the
Bahama Platform (Draper and Barros, 1994). Deformation on this fault
system took place prior to and during the Eocene (Masaferro et al.,
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1999; Saura et al., 2008), before the North American–Caribbean plate
boundary jumped to Cayman Trough south of Cuba (e.g., Draper and
Barros, 1994). Cuba had been part of the North American Plate since
the Eocene, and rigid plate tectonics predicts no further deformation
across Cuba. Stratigraphic analysis of one of the anticlines within this
belt suggests, however, that some deformation may have continued
into the Neogene and perhaps to the present day (Masaferro et al.,
1999). Campaign GPS measurements show Guantanamo, Cuba, to be
moving northward relative to stable North America by b3 mm/yr, but
this motion could be interpreted to be the result of accumulating elastic
strain on the nearby Oriente fault (Dixon et al., 1998). Two shallow
crustal earthquakes with an undetermined focal mechanisms occurred
on the Cuban coast on January 9 (M5.1) and February 5, 2014 (M4.3)
(Fig. 1). The rupture could have occurred on either the Nortecubana
fold-and-thrust belt or on secondaryNE–SW-oriented fault. Amoderate
(M ~ 6) earthquake rocked NW Cuba in 1880 near Pinar Fault (Fig. 1), a
possibly-active fault located onshore and sub-parallel to the
Nortecubana belt (García et al., 2003). No tsunamis were generated
from either earthquake. More research is needed to determine the
hazard potential of the Nortecubana fault system.

4.4. Volcano collapse in the Canary archipelago

Ward and Day (2001) have suggested that an imminent flank
collapse of the Cumbre Vieja volcano in the Canary Islands (Fig. 18)
could generate a high-amplitude (10–25 m) tsunami along parts of
the U.S. Atlantic coast. Various aspects of this suggestion have since
been critically evaluated. We briefly review two of these aspects: First,
tsunami amplitude scales with the landslide volume and Ward and
Day (2001) assumed a large volume of 500 km3. Fieldwork, laboratory
tests, and slope stability analysis reduced this estimate to between 38
and 68 km3 (Abadie et al., 2012). Turbidity records from eight Canary
Island landslides suggest multistage failure for each landslide with
individual volumes b100 km3 (Hunt et al., 2013a). The recurrence
rate of flank-collapse landslides in the Canary Islands is estimated at
~200,000 yr from the ages of major volcanoclastic turbidite deposits
(Hunt et al., 2013b and references therein). Second, Ward and Day
(2001) model assumptions maximized the predicted far-field tsunami
from this source because it used linear propagation of shallow water
waves, which describe geometric spreading and dispersive effects but
not the effects of nonlinearity, wave breaking, and the compressibility
of slide material. Subsequent analysis have utilized Navier–Stokes
models incorporating compressible and incompressible multi-materials
for wave generation and higher-order wave equations to describe
transoceanic propagation (e.g., Mader, 2001; Gisler et al., 2006;
Løvholt et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2011; Abadie et al., 2012). Thesemodels
predict tsunami wave heights of tens and even hundreds of meters in
the near field (i.e., the coasts of the Canary Islands), but maximum
wave heights along the US Atlantic coast of b10 m, even for the large
landslide volume, suggested by Ward and Day (2001). A wave height
b10m is 2–3 times or more smaller than themaximum height predict-
ed by Ward and Day (2001).

4.5. Volcano collapse in the Azores and Cape Verde Islands

The tsunamigenic potential of landslides initiated on the flanks of
the islands of the Azores and Cape Verde archipelagos (Fig. 18) is not
well constrained. Evidence for subaerial and submarine slope failures
was documented on the flanks of the islands of the Cape Verde
(Day et al., 1999; Le Bas et al., 2007; Masson et al., 2008) and Azores
(Mitchell, 2003; Hildenbrand et al., 2012;Mitchell et al., 2012) archipel-
agos, although the level of instability, linkage to volcanic processes, and
age of individual failures are highly uncertain for both regions. Radar
interferometry, GPS networks and field analysis have confirmed the
presence of active, butmost likely gradual, slumping along the subaerial
southern flank of Pico Island in the Azores (Hildenbrand et al., 2012;
Mitchell et al., 2012). Evidence of adjacent submarine debris fields is
limited and open for debate (e.g., Mitchell et al., 2012). Debris fields
are well developed along the submerged flanks of most of the islands
of the Cape Verde archipelago, some of which may have mobilized up
to 160 km3 of material (Masson et al., 2008). Based on overprinting of
landslide scars by volcanic flows, sedimentation and canyon erosion,
Masson et al. (2008) postulated that the ages of landslides on the flanks
of the islands of Fogo, Santo Antao, Sao Vincente, and Sao Nicolau to be
between 80,000 yr and more than 5.8 Myr. Evidence of renewed flank
instability on the island of Fogo has been reported by Day et al.
(1999b) but Masson et al. (2008) considers this to most likely produce
a future east-directed landslide capable of generating a destructive
tsunami in the near-field and along the coast of West Africa rather
than the Atlantic coast of the U.S.

4.6. Northeastern Atlantic Ocean Submarine Landslides

Numerous submarine landslide scars and mass transport deposits
have been identified along the European and African coasts of the
Atlantic Ocean (Canals et al., 2004; Lee, 2009). The Storegga (Norway)
(inset in Fig. 18) and Sahara (Africa) (Fig. 18) slides are two of the largest
and most well studied from the East Atlantic margins. The Storegga
Slide is a composite failure with seven landslides occurring during the
past 0.5 Myr (Solheim et al., 2005, and references within). The latest
and largest landslide is dated at 8200 yr BP (Haflidason et al., 2005)
with a total volume of 2500–3000 km3. Modeling of the tsunami gener-
ated by the Storegga Slide (Bondevik et al., 2005) shows significant local
wave heights (N20m) that diminishwith distance from the source con-
sistent with coastal inundations identified by onshore tsunami deposits
in Norway, Iceland, Scotland, and the Shetland Islands. Transoceanic
propagation models from the Storegga Slide have not been carried
out, but due to attenuation of waves over the N6000 km propagation
distance and due to scattering by intervening islands, tsunami wave
heights along the U.S. Atlantic coast would likely be small.

The Sahara Slide is estimated to have mobilized approximately
600 km3 of material (Embley and Jacobi, 1977) depositing it over a
run-out distance of more than 900 km (Georgiopoulou et al., 2010).
Estimates of the age of the slide are 45 to 59 Kyr (Georgiopoulou et al.,
2010), with a subsequent smaller debris flow overprinting part of the
deposit approximately 2000 yr BP (Embley, 1982; Georgiopoulou
et al., 2009). The tsunami generation potential of the Sahara Slide
is thought to be low due to the slow moving nature of the slide
(Georgiopoulou et al., 2010) and the depth of the headwall (1900 m;
Krastel et al., 2012), but modeling of its impact on the U.S. Atlantic
coast has not been carried out.

5. Tsunami hazard assessment

5.1. Deterministic approaches

Hazard assessment for tsunamis can generally take two forms:
deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic assessment involves eval-
uating the source parameters specific to tsunami generation then using
a numerical propagation and inundation model that is appropriate for
the characteristics of the generated waves (see Section 2.7). Several
review papers have described the salient source parameters for tsunami
generation by earthquakes (Geist, 1999; Satake, 2007). For landslide
tsunamis, there is less of a consensus on which source parameters to
include, owing to the complexity of the tsunami generating process
(e.g., Geist et al., 2009b; Harbitz et al., 2013).

Although the procedure for developing a deterministic landslide
assessment from historical case studies or mapped landslides is
straightforward there is less certainty on how to proceed with a
worst-case or maximum credible landslide tsunami hazard assessment.
One approach is to use the maximum mapped landslide in a region
with similar geologic and failure conditions (expected horizontal
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acceleration, pore pressure, etc.). Another more conservative approach
is to use the maximum individual source parameters (scarp height,
run-out length, etc.) determined from all the slides in a given region.
However, the 1929 Grand Banks landslide shows that a very large
tsunamigenic landslide can leave no specific indicator for a single
event (e.g., Mosher and Piper, 2007) complicating the determination
of a maximum individual source. One can also consider the potential
for landslides that are larger than those that are mapped. A landslide
size distribution (Section 2.4 of this paper) can be used to guide that
choice of maximum possible landslide. An example of this type of
approach for tsunami hazard assessment along the north shore of
Puerto Rico is described by ten Brink et al. (2006a).
5.2. Probabilistic approaches

In contrast to deterministic analysis where a single hazard value is
produced, probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis (PTHA) determines
the hazard over a range of probabilities or mean return times (Geist
and Parsons, 2006). The hazard from a large number of possible sources
is aggregated to develop a tsunami hazard curve that plots runup (R)
or other hazard variable along the horizontal axis and frequency or
probability of exceedance (P) along the vertical axis (Fig. 20). Typically,
a design probability is specified from the outset (e.g., 1% annual proba-
bility or the “100-year” flood for flood-insurance rate maps) and an
exceedance runup value is determined at a particular location
(Fig. 20A). This approach can be expanded to include many locations
in a given region to produce a probabilistic inundation map for a given
design probability (González et al., 2009). Optionally, one may have a
risk tolerance level (e.g., the overtopping height of a sea wall) with
the objective of determining the probability of exceedance for a partic-
ular runup or wave height (Fig. 20B).

Multiple sources of uncertainty related to source parameters and
numerical models of tsunamis are considered in PTHA (see also
Harbitz et al., 2013). Epistemic uncertainty (uncertainty due to incom-
plete knowledge and data about various model parameters, character-
izations and assumptions) can be reduced by the collection of new
data. Aleatory uncertainty relates to thenatural or stochastic uncertainty
inherent in a physical system and cannot be reduced. A single hazard
curve is obtained by integration over the aleatory uncertainties and
over all possible sources. A large number of hazard curves are obtained
for different branches of a logic tree representing the epistemic uncer-
tainty. The final hazard curve is represented by the mean, median, or
other specified fractile of all hazard curves. A diagram showing the
Fig. 20. Two uses of tsunami hazard curves (from Geist et al., 2009b). (A) Exceedance runup de
for additional details.
general PTHA procedure to compute tsunami hazard curves for all
tsunami sources is shown in Fig. 21.

Significant sources of uncertainty are first identified (top row).
Consideration should be given on the expected effect each uncertainty
has on the hazard curve at the design probability or risk tolerance
level of interest. Typically, a panel of experts is assembled to make
this determination for both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty (the
latter, to be included in a logic tree). The sequential procedure for
each branch of the logic tree is given in the middle row of Fig. 21.
First, the distribution of source parameters is determined. Typically, a
parameter representing the overall size of the source (e.g., seismic
moment for earthquakes, volume or area for landslides) and its
distribution are defined. Size distributions for numerous submarine
landslides are shown in Fig. 12 and for earthquakes along seismic
zones in the Atlantic Ocean in Geist and Parsons (2009).

Other source parameters are scaled with respect to the size parame-
ter. Importantly for PTHA, a relationship between the tsunami source
size and long-term rate of occurrence must be established. Second, a
probability model for the occurrence of the sources in time is chosen
based on event ages (cf. Section 2.3 in this paper). Often, sources are
assumed to occur according to a random Poisson process with an expo-
nential distribution of inter-event or recurrence times (Geist et al.,
2009b). However, alternative probability models can be considered in
the logic-tree framework, such as quasi-periodic and temporally
clustered models (Geist et al., 2013). Third, for each source used in
the PTHA analysis, a tsunami generation, propagation, and runup/
inundationmodel is used to determine the wave height or other hazard
variable at a particular coastal site. The fourth and final step aggregates
the probability of tsunami wave height exceedance from all sources.
Several references describe the aggregation procedure for PTHA
(Rikitake and Aida, 1988; Geist and Parsons, 2006; Annaka et al.,
2007; Geist et al., 2009b). Throughout this process, the entire logic tree
is constructed, keeping track of each branch (bottom row of Fig. 21).
After all hazard curves for each branch of the logic tree are estimated,
a mean, median, or some other fractile is chosen as the final hazard
curve.

There are large uncertainties for each of the components of PTHA for
the U.S. Atlantic margin, given the sparse information on submarine
landslides. The largest uncertainty is most likely related to the long-
term rate of landslide occurrence. There is also considerable uncertainty
in defining the probability distributions for each of the landslide param-
eters that are important for tsunami generation (for example, slide
volume, thickness, speed). State-of-the-art numerical modeling of tsu-
nami waves can be used to calculate runup associated with particular
termined from design probability; (B) probability determined from risk tolerance. See text
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Fig. 21. Schematic of PTHA procedure to produce tsunami hazard curves. The schematic is modified from similar methods used in Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) (Senior
Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC), 1997). See text for additional details.
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submarine landslide parameters as described for the deterministic
approach. Calculating the tsunami hazard curve, however, requires
many runs for each source location and variation in volume, duration,
excavation depth, deposit thickness, etc., for each source, thus requiring
substantial computational resources. Initial experiments and additional
challenges in including submarine landslides into PTHA are described in
a recent workshop report (Geist and ten Brink, 2012).

6. Discussion

Tsunamis along the U.S. Atlantic margin are rare events, because the
margin is located in a region of slow tectonic activity where potential
earthquake-generated landslides that might cause tsunamis are infre-
quent. These conditions, which exist also in other passive margins
around theworld, present a challenge to the deterministic and probabi-
listic assessments of extremely rare events. In the following sections, we
focus on several questions, where future answers can help quantify and
improve these assessments.

6.1. Is landslide distribution uniform in space and time?

The observed landslide distribution does not appear to be uniform in
space and is concentrated in several distinct regions along the margin.
Twichell et al. (2009) map of the fluvial and glacial portions of the U.S.
Atlantic margin shows that 33% of the glacial margin between the
New England/Georges Bank and Southern New England is covered by
landslide scars and deposits, comparedwith 16% of the area in the fluvi-
al portion between Hudson Canyon and Cape Hatteras and only 13% in
the salt-dome area south of Cape Hatteras. In the glacial segment of
the margin, two areas in particular have a high density of landslide
scars, Southern New England and Georges Bank. In the fluvial segment
of themargin, Baltimore Canyon and the Currituck area have the highest
density of landslide scars. Whether the observed distribution reflects
the distribution of seismic activity along the margin (Section 2.5)
or whether it is a function of available sediments and depositional
processes, is presently not resolved. The glacial margin may have
more landslides because of the larger volume of sediment available on
the slope, but the present offshore seismicity, however, is also concen-
trated in the same region (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/
search/ accessed 01.30.2014). The Currituck slide is likely located
seaward of a shelf-edge delta (Fig. 4) and the Baltimore Canyon area
may have been fed by the ancestral Delaware River (Twichell et al.,
1977) (Fig. 1). The thickness of Quaternary sediments is likely
controlled also by the physiography of the pre-Pleistocene margin
(Brothers et al., 2013a, Section 2.1.1), which could have limited the
accommodation space in parts of themargin andwould have promoted
sediment bypass to the deeper parts of themargin. Better monitoring of
the seismic activity along the margin, and better mapping of buried
shelf-edge deltas and the thickness of Quaternary sediments will help
clarify the factors controlling the spatial distribution of landslides.

The available ages of landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin fall
within the Late Pleistocene (~10,000–25,000 years BP) (Section 2.3.2).
However, not enough dates are available from this margin to derive a
statistically significant conclusion about the temporal distribution of
landslides. Urlaub et al. (2013) has shown that well-dated landslides
world-wide are distributed randomly in time with landslide dates
from river fan systems being clustered between 5000 and
25,000 years BP. Any compilation is inherently biased toward younger
ages, because older landslides may be removed by younger landslides
or covered by sediments. Analysis of landslides encountered in bore-
holes in the salt province of the Gulf of Mexico indicates a random
(time independent Poisson) or a quasi-periodic process (Geist et al.,
2013).
6.2. Are areas that have already failed, expect to fail again?

Sediment supply appears to play an important role in slope failures
in the fluvial and glacial portions of the margin (Section 2.2.1). With
significant decrease in sediment supply to the margin since the middle
Holocene, hardly any younger sediments have been deposited on the
margin. To assess the probability of future landslides, we need to evalu-
ate whether all the sediments that were available to fail have already
failed. The answer to this question likely depends on the spatial distri-
bution of large earthquakes since the mid-Holocene. If earthquakes
were distributed such that strong seismic acceleration affected the
entire margin, then no more landslides are expected in the glacial and
fluvial zones until more sediments are added to the margin. The prede-
cessors of the Storegga slide have indeed occurred roughly every 100 ky
following the glacial–interglacial cycles (Solheim et al., 2005). On the
other hand, if most landslide ages along the Atlantic margin are pre-
Holocene (Section 2.3.2) then there may be suffcient sediments still
available to fail on the Atlantic margin. With the exception of the
upper slope of the Southern New Englandmargin, the thickness of Qua-
ternary sediments along the shelf edge and on the lower slope is fairly
uniform (Poag, 1992; Holocene thickness was not mapped). Landslide
scars however, do not cover the entire lower slope, indicating that fail-
ure is perhaps limited by the location of large earthquakes. An evalua-
tion of earthquake recurrence along the margin is therefore critical to
the assessment of future landslides.

This discussion applies only to the fluvial and glacial portions of the
margin. Carbonate margins will likely fail where weaknesses (such as
fissures) are developed by rock dissolution and when earthquakes
occur (ten Brink et al., 2009a). Failure rate in the salt diaper province
will depend on the rate of salt movement, as may have been the case
for the Cape Fear slide (Hornbach et al., 2007).

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
image of Fig.�21
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6.3. How do tsunamis initiate from aggregate failures?

If a landslide is in fact an aggregate of many smaller landslides that
fail simultaneously or almost simultaneously over a continuous or
discontinuous region (Section 2.6), how is the slide energy being trans-
ferred to thewater column? The 1929Grand Banks landslide shows that
a spatially distributed aggregate failure is capable of generating
tsunamis. The aggregate failure moved downslope and coalesced into
thick debris flows, which ultimately turned into turbidity flows (Piper
et al., 1999). When during this progression was the tsunami generated
is, however, unclear. Laboratory simulations of tsunamis, used to bench-
mark tsunami models, typically involve a rigid sliding block (Enet and
Grilli, 2007). Some numerical models implement a moving-boundary
algorithm in which the seafloor changes its shape over a finite time to
produce excavation in the upper part of the slope and deposition farther
down (Lynett and Liu, 2002). Haugen et al. (2005) explored the effect of
an idealized retrogressive slide with varying number of blocks and time
lags of motion on the amplitude and dispersion of waves. Harbitz et al.
(2006) showed that retrogressive failures of sub-events often reduce
the amplitude of the corresponding tsunamis, however, there are
conditions where tsunami amplitude can increase over the predicted
amplitude from a single failure event. The physical process for transfer-
ring potential energy to the water column, when a landslide is
composed of coalescing, aggregate failures, such as occurred in the
1929 Grand Banks landslide is presently unclear. Accurate modeling of
realistic submarine landslides remains a challenge.

7. Conclusions

At present we can offer several tentative conclusions regarding the
various tsunami sources with potential to affect the U.S. Atlantic coast.

1. Dated landslides along the Atlantic margin are generally between
10,000 and 25,000 years, but the number of dated landslides is
too small to derive a probabilistic distribution. Global compilation
of landslide dates indicates a random (Poisson) temporal
distribution.

2. The spatial distribution of landslides along themargin is expected to
be uneven and to depend on the distribution of seismic activity
along the margin and on the spatial distribution of Pleistocene
sediment supply on the margin.

3. The contribution of other pre-conditioning factors such as weak
sedimentary layers and pore overpressure cannot be assessed. We
do not see evidence that gas hydrate dissociation contributes to
the generation of landslides along the U.S. Atlantic margin, despite
recent suggestions in the literature. Bottom stress by the deep
Western Boundary Undercurrent does not appear to contribute to
slope failure.

4. Analyses of landslide statistics along the fluvial and glacial portions
of the margin indicate that most of the landslides are translational,
were probably initiated by seismic acceleration, and failed as aggre-
gate slope failures.

5. Large (≤M7.5) earthquakes close to the shoreline are not expected
to cause landslides on the continental slope but may cause
damaging seiches and embankment collapsewithin bays and rivers
of the U.S. Atlantic coast.

6. Estimates of the mean recurrence interval of earthquakes along the
continental slope are easier to obtain than those of landslides and
may provide estimates for themean recurrence interval of landslide
along the margin.

7. Meteo-tsunamis may present a tsunami hazard all along the coast,
given the wide and shallow shelf and the high frequency of the
generating storms.

8. Far-field earthquake sources are less likely to constitute a tsunami
hazard to themargin than landslides andmeteo-tsunamis.Modeling
suggests that earthquake sources southwest of the Iberian Peninsula
will only affect the U.S. Atlantic Coast if they are located within
the Gulf of Cadiz or west of the Tore–Madeira Rise. It is probably
unlikely that subduction earthquakes from the Puerto Rico Trench
will produce tsunamis capable of affecting the U.S. Atlantic Coast.
More information is needed to evaluate the seismic potential of
the northern Cuba fold-and-thrust belt.

9. The mean recurrence of volcano flank collapses in the Canary
Islands is probably 200,000 years, their volumes may be smaller
than previously estimated and their energy dispersed more quickly
with distance. Information to evaluate themagnitude and frequency
of flank collapse from the Azores Islands is limited.

10. Both deterministic and probabilistic methods to evaluate the
tsunami hazard from the margin have been developed but their
implementation requires better data than is currently is available.
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